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Dear Fellow Employees:
Henry David Thoreau once wrote "Time is but the stream I go fishing in." In looking back over the last
four decades of employee communication, we went fishing through time ourselves to catch representative
headlines - some of which were real whoppers - to highlight key business initiatives, our workforce's
generous spirit, and fun employee events .
.This Commemorative Headliner features each decade of the publication to incl ude mast heads from that
period and a sampling of article headlines. As you read through these, you'll see a bit of Pinellas Plant
history unfolding before your eyes. From" A Bone in the Soviet Throat" to "Property Management moves
mission to closure with help from employees," we hope you find these remembrances enjoyable. A
sampling of employee photos, mostly featured in past Headliner editions, is also sprinkled throughout to
show some of the faces that brought our stories to life over the years.
From building up to closing down, the missions at Pinellas have evolved, but one element of our heritage
always remained the same ... our employees. You've always been the greatest! As all of our jobs wind
down over the next few months, we wish you the best in transitioning to the next stages of your lives. On
behalf of all the past newsletter editors and management staff, thank you for readi ng and, most
importantly, participating in your Headliner for the past forty years.

Deb Piper, Specialist
COl1ununications Programs

Pinellas Plant communications
over the decades
1957 -

In the beginning ...

As far as our records go back, the Daily Headliner began in February, 1957. Top headlines
included national and local news briefs about topics like Senator John McClellan's investigation of
gangster infiltration oflabor unions, the United Nations Assembly, and Mrs. Coolidge's illness.
These first editions also included weather reports, Pinellas County Fair highlights, car pool
availability, and GE benefit plan introductory meetings. Of course, the menu was published even then
which included fried chicken and American Goulash. On February 28, 1957, the "For Sale" column
began in response to many employee requests. On March 1,1957, an announcement was made about
the latest addition to the plant's staff ... Dr. Arthur J. Barker, as Plant Physician.
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1960s -

A decade of flag waving & fun

Along with United States patriotism, a key theme in the '60s editions focu sed on Communism and the
importance of individual responsibility toward fighting it. Headlines printed on this subject included
"Communism's Deadly Aim," "Know Your America - Time to Rededicate to American Ideals," and
"The USA and the USSR."
' Voting for the finalist in the Miss or Mrs. GEEAA employee association contest was highlighted as
was Program White Coat. This project began in November, 1961, and included the use of personalized
lab coats to be used in the Tube Exhaust area. By the way, do you remember the term "Leper Colony?"
That phrase for new, uncleared employees was dreamed up and communicated in the '60s.
In the '60s & '70s, two publications existed. The Headliner was issued daily, then bi-weekly, and
contained more informal articles to help employees with day-to-day issues. The News was published
monthly and contained "big picture" business information. In the late '70s, the two media were combined
into the Headliner which became the official lead plant communication vehicle.
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A decade of fashion & savings programs

Appropriate dress for women rated as a key topic for publication in the Headliners of the '70s.
Articles like "Proper dress according to NDD guidelines" and "What is a pantsuit?" landed as feature
stories with etiquette authority Amy Vanderbilt commenting on that "current fashion rage."
Employee achievements were also highlighted by articles such as "Levine & Gurley are recipients of
Fred Borch Award" and "Carl Carter named 'CIPer of the Year' at annual Cost Improvement Banquet."
Fannie Fisch was spotlighted for ten years of perfect attendance and Santa Claus, who was called "the fat
guy" in one Headliner issue, made ajovial appearance at the Employee Store Open House.
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1980s

A decade of innovation & business growth

Articles increasing employee awareness about anti-nuclear demonstrations at the Pinellas Plant were
prevalent in the '80s. Special editions letting employees know about those activities and how to deal with
demonstrators were common. Updates about the demonstrators who attempted to block the entrance to
the'plant with a cable and thereby damaged two cars were featured. The business initiative of Continuous
Flow was spotlighted through articles like "Continuous Flow gets the go," "Timer area chosen as
continuous flow flagship," and "Magnetics strikes a blow for continuous flow." The Headliner went
weekly in the '80s and published articles showcasing our employees' helping spirit like "McLane finds
love at NOD" which illustrated generous efforts to help Earl McLane's daughter, Debbie, get money for
a heart transplant.
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1990s

A time of unparalleled change & transition

The Headliner issues of the '90s reflect the rapidly changing defense environment, new contractor
selection, ending of the Department of Energy mission, and transition ofthe Pinellas Plant to the Pinellas
STAR Center under the leadership of the Pinellas County Industry Council. To communicate all the
news, four-page Headliners almost became a relic of the past as six and eight page editions frequently
rolled off the presses. Features about the new contractor included "It's official! Martin Marietta & DOE
sign contract for management of Pinellas" and "Martin Marietta Corporate officials to meet with Pinellas
Plant employees."
In 1991, Energy Secretary Watkins revealed plans to reshape the Nuclear Weapons Complex and
since then, over forty articles were published to advise about that process and update about the ending
of the DOE mission. Workforce restructuring and personal transitions were key topics within the last
seven years. And news ofthe Right to Use, facility sale, and tenant search were prevalent. Features like
"Employees show concern for Oklahoma victims" and "Fun hits a home run at Al Lang Stadium" showed
the more personal side of our coworkers.
In 1992, the weekly publication's name was changed to the News, but switched back to the old
familiar Headliner title in 1994. In early 1997, the Headliner gave itself a "separation window " and a
more informal publication, Contract Countdown, takes its place until the mission ends in September,
1997.
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Personal Note
Special thanks to the many employees who supp0l1ed the creation and
distribution of the Headliner. For support over the last several years, a
special pat on the back goes to Rick Bloss for photographic support; Rose
Haughbrook &Jim Sellers for reprographics work; Julie Edwards & Jane
McIver for administrative support; and Erayne Medero, Leslie Edrington,
Margie Dozier, and Tom Maye who a1 ways came forward to put together oW'
larger editions.
Sincere appreciation to Ginny McCauley, General Manager, who wins
hands-down as the fastest responder for article approval this communication
team ever had -- even from her hospital bed while recuperating from surgery!
These folks were overwhelmingl y suppOlti ve and committed to making
communication happen ... whatever the obstacles.

Communications to continue
through base mission ...
Unclassified Ad
Wanted:
Positions, for two "at-risk"
communicators; one has
management experience
and is good with words; one
has good eye for layout and
design.

Although the Headliner has been put to bed for the final time, be
sure to watch for a new, more informal publication entitled Contract
Countdown. This news sheet will be published periodically with bulleted
information. Employees should continue to access Communications
Connection through cc:mail and Newsline/9000 through phonemail.
Also, Ginny McCauley plans to talk more directly with employees as
needed through upcoming Meet the Prez sessions. If you have information
that needs to be included in any of these media, please continue to call
Kathy Ferguson on extension 6767 or Debbie Piper on extension 6075.
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